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Assessing Reading Knowledge With
An Informal Reading Inventory and
Connecting the Results with Informal
Instructional Assessment
BY TANYA CHRIST

&

RON CRAMER
sessment is a journey. A journey can be a trip from one place to another-Michigan to California. Or it
can be a gradual change from one condition to another-naivete to sophistication. Assessment can be a
short or long journey. Assessing reading with Informal Reading Inventories (IRis) is a long journey. The
journey stretches from initial testing to confirming and adjusting test results through informal instructional assessment. This article provides an introduction to the journey of IRI assessments in the classroom.
The journey from assessment naivete to sophistication will help you improve your assessment decisions. But
this journey cannot be undertaken unless you seize ownership of your professional capabilities.

A

This journey begins with teacher ownership of
assessment. Ownership of assessment starts when
teachers accept the proposition that they know more
about the students they teach than tests can ever tell
them. People who do not teach students-legislators,
regulators, and administrators-are the ones who
dredge up mandates, regulations, and standards.
Their dredging sessions are teacher-free zones. But
teachers are competent professionals. They make
assessment judgments about students every day.
Mostly, they make wise decisions. Who knows more
about students than classroom teachers? Not tests.
Not legislators. Not regulators. Nobody knows
more about students than classroom teachers. But
teachers must trust their knowledge, trust their
competence, trust their judgment. Teachers have
thousands of hours of knowledge acquired from

being with students. Tests know nothing about the
students who take them.
As part of the roadmap for your journey, we think
it is important to present the terrain in reading
assessment. There are two major kinds of reading
assessment: standardized and non-standardized.
Often non-standardized assessments are called
"informal" due to their less stringent procedural
protocol. Informal Reading Inventories (IRis) fall
in to the non-standardized, or "informal," category
because the procedures are not scripted. The interactions between teacher and student during each IRI
assessment are unique. The benefit in these unique
interactions is that the teacher takes into account
the uniqueness of each student as she assesses the
student's strengths and instructional needs.
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Successful IRI administration relies on the use of
teachers' knowledge and professional judgment
about their students. This is in stark contrast to
standardized assessments for which the test writers
script even the directions for how students should
fill the bubbles on the response sheet. To use an IRI,
teachers must make many assessment decisions,
observations, and evaluations-all based on their
professional knowledge and judgment. Helping
teachers build and apply their professional knowledge during and after IRI assessment is the purpose
of our series of articles.
Standardized tests are useful for comparing student
performance across classrooms, schools, and states.
So, if you are a school administrator or politician,
you probably are interested in standardized test
scores from the perspective of accountability to
parents or constituents. However, if you are a classroom teacher, while you may care about how your
classroom, school, or state is performing compared
to others, most likely what you really want to know
is how these scores affect what you do every dayteach. In short, standardized test scores provide
little or no information on what instruction you
should provide for your students; whereas, IRis are
designed to support informed decision-making for
classroom instruction. For example, you may find
through your analysis of oral reading that a child
is making miscues that do not make sense in the
context of the passage. Therefore, you may focus
your instruction on teaching him to monitor comprehension while reading. Maybe you notice that a child
does not attend to punctuation or use appropriate
prosody while reading. Then you focus instruction
on fluency. You also may notice that a child answers
text-based questions well, but really struggles with
making inferences. Based on this data, you may
decide to focus instruction on teaching this child
how to make inferences based on the information
in the text and his background knowledge. How IRI
assessment data informs instruction is not limited to
these examples, but they illustrate some of the ways
that your IRI observations and analysis help you to
plan for meaningful reading lessons. The IRI journey
is about your unfolding professional understanding
of your students' literacy strengths and needs. The
purpose of this article is to provide some guidelines
for your journey implementing IRI assessment and
subsequent assessment-based instruction.
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Informal Reading Inventories
Informal Reading Inventories (IRis) assist teachers
in gathering information about students' reading
that a standardized assessment cannot. Specifically,
IRis provide a meaningful context in which teachers can gather information about students' reading
levels and specific skill and strategy strengths and
needs. This information is then used, in combination
with ongoing informal assessment, to inform classroom practices, such as selecting appropriate texts
and objectives for reading instruction. Identifying
the appropriate difficulty level of texts for students
to read independently and for students' instruction
is critical to supporting their reading development.
When reading materials are too easy or too difficult,
readers are not provided opportunities to practice
applying skills and strategies learned through reading instruction (Clay, 1985). Additionally, identifying
instructional objectives from which a child would
benefit most allows a teacher to provide targeted
reading instruction to meet each learners' needs
(e.g., Kibby, 1995; Walker, 2008). In the following
sections, we discuss three broad topics that are critical to informing appropriate IRI use: (1) selecting
materials for IRI assessment, (2) understanding and
accounting for IRI testing error, and (3) confirming
the validity of IRI results through instructional
observation.

Selecting Materials for IRI Assessment
Early proponents of IRI methods (e.g., Betts, 1946;
Kilgallon, 1942; Wheat, 1923) suggested the use of
leveled classroom materials, such as basal readers,
to make such determinations. Their perspective is
that teachers need a way to identify which classroom
materials are most appropriate for each student's
reading instruction. What better way to identify the
most appropriate instructional materials than to
test students by having them read these materials?
Guidelines for developing your own IRI assessment
are suggested by Johnson, Kress, & Pikulski (1987).
The benefit of using classroom materials for assessment is the direct correlation between reading materials and tasks used for assessment and instruction.
This is referred to as curriculum-based assessment
(Shapiro, 1996). The drawback is that teachers need
to be able to accurately identify the level of difficulty
for the reading materials in their classroom to use
this approach (e.g., McKenna, 1983).
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To combat this difficulty, publishers began producing
IRis for teachers. These typically include series of
leveled reading passages, comprehension-questions,
and other assessment features, such as retelling
rubrics or pre-reading questions to elicit background
knowledge. These published products are now what
many teachers think of as IRis. Currently there are
myriad published IRis that teachers may chose from.
You might also be interested in reading Nina Nilsson's (2009) recent article in The Reading Teacher,
which reviews eight IRis. We have also provided a
brief review of four frequently used IRis, and present factors that we think are particularly salient to
teachers who are selecting an IRI in Table 1. What
you give up in using a published IRI is the direct
correlation between materials and tasks used in
assessment and classroom instruction (e.g., Cramer,
1980; Pikulski, 1974). As is true of many complex
things in life, there are benefits and drawbacks to
each approach.
The selection of IRI materials-either texts that
you use in your classroom for which you can identify
the level of reading difficulty or a published IRI
containing passages whose levels have already been
determined-is going to depend on your professional
judgments. We do not know your students, nor are
we assessing them-you are. So, only you can weigh
the balance to select the IRI materials that you will
use with your students. We suggest four things to
consider when selecting IRI materials.
(1) Will the passages be interesting to your students?
There is a relation between interest or motivation
to read and comprehension (e.g., Bernstein, 1955;
Estes & Vaughn, 1973; Taboada, Tonks, Wigfield, &
Guthrie, 2009; Wigfield, et al., 2008). You will not
gather good information about a child's reading if the
child is not motivated to read the assessment text,
and interest in a topic often leads to the development
of background knowledge (Guthrie, 1981).

(2) Will your students have adequate background
knowledge to engage with these passages? Some
background knowledge-of specific concepts and of
the world-are necessary to support text comprehension. When students have more prior knowledge
on the subject of a text, they typically have better
comprehension (e.g., Alvermann, Smith, & Readance,
1985; Lipson, 1983; Taboada, A., & Guthrie, J., 2006;
Taboada et al., 2009). For example, children who live
in Brooklyn may have difficulty making inferences
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about information in a passage about a farm if they
have never been to a farm, seen farm animals, or
had conversations about farms. Given the students
in your classroom, you need to determine whether
a published IRI will be a fair assessment of their
reading, or whether it will have cultural bias in that
children's background knowledge will not be activated by these texts. Consider the assumptions the
author makes about the readers' knowledge, what
knowledge the reader will need to make the inferences necessary for text comprehension, and whether
your readers will have this background knowledge.

(3) Are the assessment materials (text source, topics,
genre, etc.) and tasks (reading procedures, comprehension questions, retelling components, etc.) similar
to the tasks that you use in your daily classroom
practice? The more similar the assessment tasks
and actual classroom practices are to one another,
the more valid your observations during assessment
will be for informing your classroom practices. For
example, if one of your curriculum goals is that
children will be able to respond critically to text, but
you choose a published IRI that focuses mainly on
text recall, your assessment will do little to help you
figure out which children need further instruction on
critical response.
( 4) Are you able to identify the approximate reading

difficulty level of texts in your classroom? In the age
of the Internet, identifying approximate reading difficulty levels has become much easier. Often you can
simply Google search the title of the text and "readability" to find the approximate difficulty level of a
given text. Approximating reading difficulty levels
can also be calculated using any number of indexesFry, Dale-Chall, Flesch-Kincaid, etc. However, this
leveling takes time. Texts read for assessment need
to be texts that the child has not read before, so they
should probably be materials that are not currently
in circulation in your leveled classroom library. You
will need to weigh the time it will take you to prepare assessment materials for a teacher-constructed
IRI against your need for materials that will be
interesting and pertinent to your students and align
with your classroom practices.

Understanding and Accounting for IRI
Testing Error
All instruments for assessing reading are subject to
error. This is not a problem when you are aware that
errors will occur and are prepared to compensate
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Table 1. Brief Review of Four Frequently Used IRis.

ISBN

Procedures

Critical Reading
Inventory (CRI)

Qualitative Reading Inventory
(QRI)

Basic Reading
Inventory (BRI)

Analytic Reading
Inventory (ARI)

9780131589254

9780205443277

9780757550461

9780131723436

Authors provide

Authors provide procedural guide-

BRI procedures are

Flow charts support new

explicit procedures

lines, but emphasize that the QRI

users in engaging in IRI

for using the CRI.
Teacher judgment

is an assessment tool that requires

similar to that of other
IRI. The procedures

professional decision-making.

format is somewhat

emphasize the impor-

less reader-friendly

tance of both quantitative and qualitative data

is minimally
emphasized in their
procedures.

assessment. Authors

other IRI manuals.
This may pose a

collection when using the

problem for teachers

ARI.

new to IRI administration.

Passages

Three narrative

Pre-Primer to 2 nd grades: narra-

Seven passages are

and three exposi-

tive and expository passages are

tory passages are

provided both with and without

available for each
level. There are nar-

provided for each

illustrations.

rative and expository

studies passages are

passages.

available at each level.

is assessed, by having

level.

3rd to 5th grades: three narrative

Three narrative, one
expository science, and
one expository social

and three expository passages are
provided at each level.
6th to 12 th grades: narrative and
expository passages are provided;
many are specific to various content areas-social studies, science,
and literature.

Consideration
of Background
Knowledge

Retelling
Rubrics

Does not attempt to

Background knowledge is assessed,

assess background

by having students answer ques-

Background knowledge is assessed, by

Background knowledge

tions related to the key concepts in

having students make

the passage, before reading each

a prediction, before

students make a prediction, before reading each

passage.

reading each passage.

passage.

Retelling rubrics

Retelling rubrics lists every detail

account for the

in the text, and are scored by

No rubric is used to
score retelling. Retell-

for text structure by

relative importance

totaling how many details out of

and organization of

the total number are recalled (i.e.,

ings are classified
categorically as "excel-

information in the

no relative importance of details or

lent," "satisfactory," or

scoring system.

text structure is considered in the

"unsatisfactory." (i.e.,

scoring system).

no relative importance

knowledge.

Retelling rubrics account
using one retelling rubric
for narrative texts and
another for expository.

of details or text
structure is considered
in the scoring system).

Comprehension Questions

Two-thirds of the

Half of the comprehension

comprehension

questions require higher-order

Less than half of the
comprehension ques-

questions require

thinking.

tions require higher-

comprehension questions
require higher-order

order thinking.

thinking.

No explicit discussion of
connecting assessment

higher-order think-

Less than half of the

ing.

Connections
Assessment to
Instruction

No explicit discus-

Provides a section to guide teachers

Identifies some

sion of connecting

in identifying students' strengths

assessment data
with instructional

and needs, but does not discuss

connections between
strategies that a

instructional responses.

reader isn't using
and instructional
responses.

practices is
provided.

Media

data with instructional
practices is provided.

DVD demonstrates

DVD demonstrates the components

DVD demonstrates an

CD includes opportuni-

an entire IRI

of the QRI using multiple children.

ties to practice each

assessment, from
beginning to end, for

A complete IRI assessment for one
child, from beginning to end of IRI

entire IRI assessment
from beginning to end

of the IRI components

for one child.

using audio case study.

two children.

administration, is not provided.
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for this outcome. It is a problem if you assume that
Informal Reading Inventories (IRis) are more accurate than they can ever be. There are four sources
of testing error: the testing instrument, the environment in which testing occurs, the individual tested,
and the person administering the test. These four
error sources are inevitable, and they pertain to all
tests and testing. Understanding and accounting for
assessment error reduces the harm they cause.
(1) Testing instruments as a source of testing error: All
testing instruments are a source of error. This is true
even of well-constructed reading tests. It is the nature
of the beast. Reading assessment attempts to measure
children's capacity to think about text and the world
in which they live. Consequently, test makers face a
formidable task. They must do four things:

Select and prepare reading materials appropriate for
the range of students who will take their test.
Write questions that fairly and accurately assess students' reading knowledge.
Suggest guidelines for determining appropriate answers to questions.
Establish criteria that reliably determine reading
performance levels, strengths, and needs.
Given these challenges, it is not surprising that test
instruments are a source of testing error. There is no
simple answer to the complex issue of testing error.
However, the proper use of an IRI moves reading
assessment in a better and truer direction.
The IRI is an informal testing instrument. This is
not a deficiency; it merely defines the nature of the
instrument. The informality of a reading inventory
confers advantages that standardized tests cannot match. Yet, it cannot eliminate all sources of
testing error. The major advantage of IRis is their
informality. Their informal nature empowers test
administrators to adjust testing to the circumstances
of individual test-takers. Nevertheless, no reading
test can determine, without error, level placement,
word recognition knowledge, and comprehension
achievement. But an excellent IRI, properly administered, will yield a good initial estimate. And that
is sufficient. Further, it is more than a standardized
reading test can do. It is particularly important to
observe students' engagement with text, listen to
their conversations about reading, and analyze their
writing about what they have read. After collecting
your IRI data, it is important to cross-check this
information against your observations of children's
reading in the classroom.
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(2) The environment in which testing occurs. Testing
environments are external factors that influence
testing outcomes. Factors include location, noise,
climate, people, and ambiance of the testing environment. The influence may be minimal, mild, or major.
Testing need not occur in perfect settings. That is
fortunate, since no such settings exist. Most testing
environments available to teachers are far from
ideal. Teachers should make whatever adjustments
are possible in the testing environment. Get the best
estimate you can through IRI testing. Leave the rest
to subsequent instructional observation.
(3) The individual tested. Students are unruly from
a test-maker's perspective. Thus, a test-maker
might think, ''You little rascals, you caused errors
in my test." True enough. But it is not the fault of
the little rascals. Students inevitably bring the full
range of their personalities with them when tested.
When we test students, their emotional, physical,
cultural, and mental states accompany them to the
testing situation. Students and teachers feel the
heat of society's educational angst. The inflexible
nature of standardized tests cannot account for the
innumerable differences that exist among students:
Lexie's listless, Jenny's perky; Benny's rested, Amy's
sleepy, Isabella's happy, Xavier's sad, Juan reads
well, Jimmie struggles. Yet, ready or not, all must
take the MEAP today at 9:00 a.m. That's how standardized testing works. Teachers cannot do much
about it. Fortunately, an IRI is flexible by design.
Teachers can adapt testing circumstances to fit the
students they test. They can have it their way. The
test doesn't have to be today. Tomorrow will do. If
Amy's sleepy, test her when she's rested. If Jimmie
struggles, adjust testing to fit his needs. Sensible
adjustments will reduce errors but not eliminate
them.
(4) The person administering the test. Yes, dear
teacher, you're one of the culprits. But don't get
defensive. Testing can never be error-free. Accept
this truism, and rest in peace. You have an advantage. Standardized testing procedures are rigid.
You must administer standardized tests according
to specified standard procedures. You can't make
up procedures to suit yourself or your students: Say
these words. This test has a time limit. Stick to it.
These are your standard marching orders from on
high. But you can give your own marching orders
when you use informal tests.
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Yes, informal tests also have procedures. But follow
them only when they make sense in your testing
situation. That's why they are informal. Suppose
you're administering an IRI. Your assessment wisdom tells you a certain question is sappy. Substitute
your own question. You come across a passage that is
inappropriate for your students. Use an alternative
passage. A good IRI will have alternative passages.
The student you're testing gives an answer that
is way beyond good. It's not the answer you would
have given; it's not the answer suggested in the IRI
guidelines. What should you do? Give full credit.
You're the teacher; trust your professional judgment.
Standardized tests forbid flexible teacher decisions.
Informal tests welcome them. This crucial difference
makes informal testing far more useful for classroom
assessment and instruction.

Confirming the Validity of IRI Results
Through Instructional Observation
Due to testing error, confirming your Informal Reading Inventory (IRI) test results is crucial to ensuring
the validity of your conclusions about your students'
reading levels and instructional needs. Based on the
administration of the IRI, you will make hypotheses
about your students' approximate independent and
instructional reading levels and their strengths and
needs for word recognition, fluency, comprehension,
and vocabulary. You can confirm your assessment
hypothesis in three ways:
1.

2.

3.

Observing each student's engagement in
independent and instructional reading tasks.
Conversing with each student about his or
her reading during independent reading time
and guided reading instruction, and listening
to conversations between students about
their reading.
Collecting and analyzing written reader
responses.

Observations of what children do while reading
are telling signs of their reading strategies and
skills. Yetta Goodman's (1996; 2002) writing about
"Kidwatching" informs our thinking about what to
look and listen for as children read. Conversations
with children about their reading also help us better
understand their internal processing and simultaneously help children develop meta-cognition about
their strategic reading processes. Janice Almasi's
(2003) book, Teaching Strategic Processes in Read-
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ing, provides many exemplars of such conversations.
Listening to what children say to one another about
their reading can also shed insights into what
children know about reading and engage in reading.
Analysis of written reader responses can suggest how
readers have made meaning from the texts that they
have read. Specifically, you can look for evidence of
ability to recall text, utilize text structure in organizing retelling, make connections to text, think critically about text, and infer based on text and prior
knowledge. However, it is critical not to assume lack
of ability to engage in such responses just because
they are not contained in a student's writingwriting ability or interest may enhance or detract
from a students' response quality, and therefore can
never be used as a sole measure of comprehension
ability. Specific guidelines for using each of these
means of testing your IRI hypotheses-observations,
conversations, and analysis of reader responsewill be provided across the next two articles in
our series. These informal assessment procedures
should become an ongoing part of your daily teaching
practice. They will help you confirm the judgments
about students that you made based on the IRI, and
help you keep current in understanding the changes
in your students' strengths and needs.
All of your observations, conversations, and analysis
across the school day will lead to comprehensive
data on children's reading strengths and needs. So,
we suggest three ways that you might manage and
organize this data for all the children in your class:
1. Note taking.
2.
3.

Checklists.
Collections of written reader responses.

Notes can be in several ways. One approach is using
an index card for each reader in your class, and
dividing the card up into quadrants for word recognition, .fluency, comprehension, meaning vocabulary
strengths and needs (see Appendix A on page 41).
This approach has two benefits: the cards are easy
to carry around the room with you and you can use
them to sort children by instructional need for flexible guided reading groups. Similarly, you might use
sticky labels or Post-it notes to record your insights
as you travel around the classroom, and then put
the notes into a notebook or folder for each child at
the end of the day. Notes can contain more or less
detailed information, as the teacher pleases, and the
information can be very individualized for each child.
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Checklists, in contrast to notes, are useful when
you want to collect exactly the same information
about every child. For example, your checklist might
contain categories of behaviors related to using text
structure, comprehension monitoring, comprehension, word recognition, and fluency (see Appendix B
on page 42). Each strategy that you witness a particular child use would be checked off. Checklists could
also be embedded in a computer database, such as an
Excel spreadsheet. A database allows you to use the
"sort" feature to identify children who have similar
needs for flexible grouping for guided reading.
Reader responses can be collected in reader's notebooks, or selected reader responses can be collected
in portfolios. Some teachers do both. The benefit of
either technique is that you can look across a child's
reader responses and identify growth in their ability
to comprehend and respond to text. Looking at this
kind of concrete change over time not only helps you
confirm your hypotheses based on the IRI assessment, but also provides evidence of student progress
that can be presented to parents and administrators.
Most importantly, this growth can be celebrated
with children to increase their confidence and metacognition concerning the reading processes in which
they are engaging.

Final Words
Informal Reading Inventories give teachers a place
to start reading assessment. They enable teachers
to make initial estimates of students' reading levels,
skills, and strategies. Teachers must confirm, adjust,
and extend their initial IRI estimates through
classroom observation. IRis are the informal instrument of choice because standardized tests do not
provide the crucial diagnostic information needed to
direct reading instruction intelligently. They have
their uses, but assessing basic reading concepts is
not one of them. Neither do they measure the impact
of individual characteristics of readers: imagination,
creativity, initiative, curiosity, judgment, decency,
kindness, tolerance, and wisdom. But classroom
teachers can consider the impact of these important
student characteristics on reading as part of IRI
assessment. No one knows more about children than
classroom teachers who have come to trust their
knowledge, competence, and judgment.
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The Big Picture
The poet, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, said, "In
this world, a man must be either an anvil or a
hammer." Blacksmiths place heated iron on anvils
and beat it into a desired shape. Master blacksmiths
create lovely works of art with anvils and hammers. Teachers create their art on anvils, as do
blacksmiths. But hammers are not required. Theirs
is a gentler art. They shape students into what they
can become through instruction and encouragement.
They apprise students of their gifts and support
them through their difficulties. Teachers create their
art on the anvils of kindness, wisdom, and knowledge. The world provides enough of the hammer.
Teachers are anvils.
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Appendix A: Note Taking on Index Card
Jane Smith

Strengths

Word Reco2"nition
Needs

Recognizes many
sight words

Strengths

Strategies such as
chunking to decode
multisyllabic words

Expression

Appropriate rate

Sounds out unfamiliar three- and
four-letter words

MeaninJ! Vocabulary
Strengths
Needs

Typically knows
meanings of poten tially difficult words
in grade-level texts

Attends to punctuation

Fluency
Needs

Strengths

Continued development of new conceptual knowledge

SRING

Comprehension
Needs

Monitors comprehension while reading

Learn text structure to organize
retelling, note-taking

Uses prior knowledge
to make connections

How to infer meaning based on
text-based information and prior
knowledge
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Appendix B: Observation Checklist of Reading Behaviors
Seldom

While reading the child ...

Uses Text
Structure
Including:

Usually

Always

Story elements and story grammar to organize retelling
(for narrative text)
Main ideas and details to organize retelling (for expository text)
Tables. graphs. maps, or figures
Illustrations
Table of contexts
Glossary

I
Uses Comprehension Monitoring
Including:

Modifying predictions
Finding evidence for predictions
Monitoring comprehension using graphic organizers or
note-taking
Self-correcting miscues
Asking for aid with pronunciation
Asking for aid with word meaning

I
Locating. recognizing. or recalling information
Making inferences to understand non-literal information

Demonstrates
Comprehension By:

Using prior knowledge to make connections
Knowing word meanings that are important to comprehension
Sharing and negotiating meaning with other readers

i
Recognizes
Words By:

Identify sight words automatically
Using letter-sound (grapho-phonic) cues
To sound out words
Using word structure clues (e.g., chunking, word parts,
morphemes)
Using context clues (meaning cues)

I
Demonstrates
Fluency By:
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Reading words automatically
Reading words accurately
Reading at an appropriate rate
Reading text smoothly
Attending to comprehension by reading text with appropriate expression
Attending to punctuation while reading
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Teachers as Writers
This section sets aside a place for teachers to publish original poetry, short stories, or snapshot memoirs
related to teaching.

The following poem was written while studying Georgia Heard's Awakening the Heart. By taking the risk
to open my own heart, I hope to be able to encourage my students to take the same risk to explore their inner
hearts through poetry.

An Orchard's Blessing
Blessed to be given this chance.
Given the ability to travel along the two tracks beaten
down by tractor's wheels and filled in with
small grey stones.
Down one hill and up another I prepared for my left
hand turn.
Never sticking to the same aisle I traveled through
the trees.
Blessed by the sunset as I walked toward its glory and
then making a turn and gliding step-bystep along the warm light.
The lowering of the sun turned the apples maroon as
the bright light abandoned their outer skin.
Each apple was specked with white powder drops and
needed to be cleaned before teeth could be
sunk into the skin and make good of its
earthly nourishment.
Blessed to hear the leaves in a rustle as I wrestled
with a mighty branch.
"Give me that big, red apple up top," my mighty hands
would say.
For I wanted that apple to come crashing down onto
the earth below and become a drop.
A dropped apple was the only kind I could take because they weren't as perfect as the ones
hovering above on the trees.
My hands bruised and scraped the perfection of the
apple, without a physical touch.

Blessed to be a little girl on bike or on foot.
Passed by the aged and overgrown red delicious trees
and along the young trees wrapped up
along the trunk with a white ribbon.
While I grew taller, the trees grew more rings.
Yet, time couldn't change the comfort this orchardmy orchard had given me.
Blessed to have made that final trip.
On a sunny October afternoon with new Eastlands on
my feet.
I walked in the stony tracks, past the red delicious
trees, and toward the West.
Emerging from the orchard's branches I walk up to
the two story pale yellow farmhouse just like
a hundred times before.
Blessed to be just an apple orchard away.
I walked up to that yellow home and opened the
kitchen door.
Greeted by a man weathered by the years and worn
by the disease there was no convincing him I
was all grown up.
"Hello sweetheart," he spoke as he cupped my face in
his callused hands.
The last time I saw Grandpa, the orchard was just the
way it had always been.
For that, I am eternally blessed.
Megan Arends
Sparta, MI

Isn't It Amazing?
Isn't it amazing
How glasses can suddenly
Throw themselves onto the floor
When small children are near?

Suddenly starts devouring these one by one,
Without even a single munching sound?

Isn't it amazing
How a just mopped floor
Can get mud tracks on it instantly?
Of course, Shadow did it.
But since when did Shadow start wearing
Size three tennis shoes?
Isn't it amazing
How the cookie jar filled with yummy chocolate
chip cookies

SPRING

Isn't it amazing
How stray dogs, frogs, cats, and gerbils
Find their way to your home,
Without as much as a roadmap or guide?
And isn't it amazing
How these glass breaking, floor tracking,
Cookie snatching, stray gathering
Little children
Turn out to be just like you and me?
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My Favorite Book
My favorite book
is slightly tom,
bruised,
worn.
Its binding creased;
with smudged pages
that open like an accordion.
Shared with friends,
colleagues,
and family,
it humbly wears my seal of approval.
Stuffed inside are notes from other readers,
readers who have been touched
by the journey of a single teacher,
readers who reflect
upon their own experiences as students and educators,
readers who may rescue the life
of your child,
someone else's child,
or a child you couldn't imagine saving.
A reading assignment,
checked off a list at random.
The title struck me
with two powerful words.
The title left me
on a journey with keys in hand.
I started my truck,
overwhelmed with frustration.
I would never finish this book in three days.
I searched the shelves for a paperback copy.
Its crisp pages,
shiny cover.
I thumbed through
the crunching paper.
The sea of black and white text consumed my eyes.
I was drowning in words,
and the pressure of time hurried me home.
I settled into my reading spot,
curled up in a fuzzy, warm blanket,
slowly
opening the first page
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careful
not to crease the binding.
Hours passed as I experienced a spectrum of emotions.
My eyes were no longer overwhelmed by the words,
But rather, they rhythmically danced across the page,
Anticipating the next scene.
I took the book with me everywhere,
it was my loyal sidekick.
The final pages lingered in my mind
before falling asleep that evening.
Surrounded by soggy tissues,
my thoughts clouded with wonderings,
I craved more.
My mind imagined
what may have happened to the child,
a young girl
who was the victim of such tragic events,
whose story was introduced
by a teacher and advocate.
A voice for a child who had none.
I quickly glanced
at the title of a few books on a list.
Full of resentment for being forced to read another
text,
I grudgingly drove to the bookstore
to complete my assignment.
The author's words spoke to me,
inspired me,
and warned me
of the many obstacles that I will face in the classroom.
She taught me empathy,
compassion,
love,
and hope.
Two words,
words that have become a part of my thoughts,
my heart,
my soul.
Words that are a part of everything that I believe in,
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going whatever distance it takes
to
make

for
One Child.
Amanda Kiefer
Rochester Hills, MI

a

difference

Expiration Date
She locked her car door and headed into the store. The AC was on full blast, but she didn't seem to notice.
Her thoughts were on the four items on her list: a loaf of bread, a carton of milk, deli turkey, and the dried
cherries. She repeated them to herself as she picked up the small blue plastic basket and headed to the deli.
There was no need to take a number-the store was almost deserted at this hour. She stared at the cold cuts
displayed behind the glass. Why were there so many choices? She had struggled through enough decisions
today and now she just wanted things to be simple.
"Smoked turkey, please."
"Shaved or sliced?';
"The thinner one, please."
"How much would you like?"
"Only a few slices."
There didn't seem to be any point to ordering extra, especially not today. She thanked the young man behind
the counter and headed to the back of the store for the bread and milk. On her way, she passed the wine. One
bottle won't hurt.
Her thoughts of the day washed over her like a wave.

Did she want to fight it?
Who would be her voice when she was forced into silence?
Which priest did she want called to bring her final communion?
She noticed the bread was on an endcap, marked down today only. She found the brand she had always liked
as a child. No worries about high fructose corn syrup or zero grams of fiber now.
The dried cherries, she had almost forgotten. She wandered slowly back to the produce department. Again,
the choices were maddening. Yet she finally recognized she was in control of something. She felt strengthened.
She could choose. Generic or name brand, yogurt or chocolate covered, alone or in a mix. This choice was hers.
Satisfied with her decision, she headed to pick up her final item, the milk. Out of habit, she checked the
expiration date. She was given only two weeks, but the pasteurization process would enable the soy milk to
outlast her diagnosis. She would expire before the milk did.
Abby VanDyke
Grand Rapids, MI
This piece ran in the Fall issue of The Michigan Reading Journal, but
was incorrectly credited to another author. The MRJ apologizes for
the error.
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